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Adult, Child & Infant CPR
step sequence for CPR
trained "bystander" rescuers
will change from "A-BC" (Airway, Breathing,
Chest compressions) to "CA-B" (Chest compressions,
Airway, Breathing) for
adults and pediatric patients
(children and
infants, excluding newborns).
American CPR
has implemented
C.A.R.E.
CPR™ as
shown below easier to learn
& remember!
Defibrillation
and use of
AEDs remains a
vital part of the
lifesaving sequence.
Also applies to
Advanced/
Healthcare CPR.
Bystander / One rescuer
Adult, Child & Infant CPR
will no longer include the
step to "Look, Listen and
Feel"
Also applies to Advanced/
Healthcare CPR.
A compression rate of 100+
per minute.
Also applies to Advanced/
Healthcare CPR.

Adult chest compression
depth: push down on the
adult breastbone at least 2
inches (5 cm).
Also applies to Advanced/
Healthcare CPR "Don't
Stress... Compress!"™
All trained rescuers should
provide chest compressions
for victims of cardiac arrest.
In addition, if the trained
rescuer is able to perform
rescue breaths, compres-

the directions of the
EMS/911 dispatcher.
As always, a rescuer should
relinquish care to any better
prepared or trained rescuer,
while remaining to assist
and assure quality of care.
C.A.R.E. CPR™ explains
in easy-to-understand terms
the most current 2010 CPR
Guideline Updates.
C.A.R.E.™ stands
for Compress, Airway, Rescue breathing, External defibrillation. American
CPR training is way
ahead of other national safety organizations in including
these updated guidelines in both our instruction and our
class materials.

sions and breaths should be
provided in a ratio of 30
compressions to 2 breaths,
averaging 100+ compressions per minute.
But... If a trained rescuer
cannot perform the rescue
breaths, or a bystander is
not trained in CPR, the bystander should provide compression-only CPR for the
adult victim who suddenly
collapses, with 100+ rapid
and firm compressions in
the center of the chest.
Whenever available, follow

In the updated
C.A.R.E. CPR™
sequence, chest compressions come first, and
rescue breathing is only
slightly delayed for trained
bystanders. While most instructors will continue to
teach full CPR, including
the rescue breaths which
help supply oxygen to the
blood, "Compression-Only"
CPR will be covered as
well, to address the participants' right to know the
most current information.
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Message From The National Safety OFFICER
Welcome to the new look for the Civil Air Patrol’s monthly Safety
Newsletter. In the coming months you will see more changes in the way we
ensure that our members receive safety news tips, items and changes in
policy. This new look is the first step.
During the winter, we enter some of the harshest weather-related months
for many of our members in the U.S. I want everyone to make sure that
they are taking every possible precaution when it comes to cold weather
safety. Hazards such as snow, ice, extreme cold and rain are only part of
the potential dangers.
For home owners, boiler safety is extremely important as is keeping a
good supply of candles, fresh batteries, flash lights, and fresh drinking water.
Col Robert Diduch, CAP
"All members should
put their best foot
forward and not only
think safe but be
safe”

Lastly, lets not forget vehicle safety and ensuring that your automobiles
have good all weather tires, its fluids are all fresh and filled, and that you
have stored a travel emergency kit which includes flares and a first aid kit.
I wish all of our members everywhere a safe and Happy New Year. I
hope 2011 treats you and your families better than the year before. Be
well and above all else remember ...SAFETY FIRST!
Col Robert Diduch
________________________________________________________________________________

Folks,
As we transition into 2011, Civil Air Patrol is continuing its effort to improve its safety culture for all participating members.
Col Robert Diduch
CAP/SE
safety@capnhq.gov
Col Robert Alex
Asst CAP/SE Ground
safety@capnhq.gov
Lt Col Bruce Brown
Asst CAP/SE Aircraft
safety@capnhq.gov

To participate in any CAP activity, a member must be compliant in accordance with the current policy of CAP. This will take everyone’s effort
to bring awareness to the forefront. The current policy can be viewed at:
(http://www.capmembers.com/media/cms/2010_11_03_safety_education_an
d_ORS_0E855E8029EC2.pdf)

There are a multitude of options available for CAP members to ensure
their monthly safety education compliance. Options include the following:
·
ONLINE COMPUTER BASED SAFETY EDUCATION: Please sign-in to
eServices. On the left side, in the lower area of the "My Favorites" column will be a section entitled "Online Safety Education". Click
on it; a number of safety course titles will appear; click on a title; and,
begin a course. When the course has been successfully completed,
please make sure to follow all of the directions to ensure course credit.
The individual’s safety education report will be displayed in the lower
section of the page. This can be checked often to ensure compliance.
This method will provide CAP members automatic accreditation for the
courses that are completed. Safety education is once per month; do not
take all the courses at once. Introduction to CAP Safety for New Members is a required course to be taken by all CAP members before 31
March 2010. It is a good course to start with!
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·
SAFETY EDUCATION IN THE CLASSROOM – Safety Officers still have a requirement
to provide safety education once per month. This is another great way to meet your safety
education requirements. The Safety Officer will provide a pre-printed sign-in roster which
will include: printing name; signature; and, CAP ID, to verify participation in safety education. The Safety Officer will make the appropriate entry into the safety education database
for member accreditation. Members should check their records to ensure safety education
accreditation has been entered.
·
FAA or AOPA– FAA and AOPA both provide online and classroom safety education
courses. On CAP’s national safety education webpage there are tools to help find classroom
courses for the FAA in your area by zip code and online education for AOPA. Once completed, provide one of the following to your commander or safety officer: certificate of
completion; copy of your FAA Wings; or, AOPA training record. The commander or safety
officer will validate and update your education records in CAP’s database. Courses provided by the FAA or AOPA are all approved for documentation in CAP’s safety education
program.
·
OTHER SAFETY EDUCATION – Participation in other safety education venues where
certification can be documented and provided to your unit safety officer or commander for
validation, MAY be accepted on a case-by-case basis. This education must be documentable
and relevant to CAP’s missions. It is always good practice to get these “other safety education” courses pre-approved just to ensure they will be accepted. Not all courses are acceptable.
If your safety education is not current, ensure compliance before participating in any CAP
activity. An exception to this is that you can still come to your unit meeting with the intent of
becoming current. However, sub-activities within the unit should not be permitted until you
have met your currency requirements.
Please remember that safety briefings at an SAREX are based on OPERATIONAL RISK
MANAGEMENT (ORM) and DO NOT qualify as safety education. Do not arrive at an activity with the expectation that you will be provided safety education. You may find that
your will not be allowed to participate and may have to come back another day after your
safety education currency requirements are met.
Safety is important and should be an integrated value of how we operated in our day-to
day mission and being prepared, ahead of time, is the foundation for CAP’s motto, “Semper
Vigilans” - Always Vigilant.
As always, your cooperation is appreciated.
Col Robert Diduch
National Safety Officer
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Its ot a Rental—By Maj. Philip J. Blank, CAWG DOV
As DOV, I get the opportunity to fly with lots of folks
from around the Wing. It is
a great opportunity for me
as I am always learning new
perspectives from pilots as
well as some of the operational differences that we
might encounter in our
widespread geography.
While our pilots always
demonstrate a broad range
of experiences, there is one
item that is fairly consistent:
We don’t need to taxi more
than about 50 feet and I can
tell if the pilot is an airplane
owner (or has been) or an
airplane renter.

“Inside the cockpit is
also an interesting
place. Fortunately,
most CAP pilots are
very diligent about
the use of the
checklists.”

Now, before all of you grab
your pens (or emails) to
write me that you don’t
need to be an airplane
owner to know how to operate an aircraft safely. You
win…I agree. What I am
talking about is how we
treat the equipment that the
CAP entrusts to us. When
you own an airplane and
have to face the punishing
repair bills that are often
encountered, it gives you a
perspective that is hard to
obtain elsewhere. Are there
any amongst us who hasn’t
floored the pedal on the
rental car when we might be
reluctant to do it on the one
that we own.
We are fortunate to be isolated from the repair bills
that the CAP can easily face
during aircraft maintenance.
A new Cessna primer - $700
and that does not include
installation; an engine overhaul – easily $25,000 and
that does not include the
labor to remove and replace
– annual inspections??? I

don’t have access to the
costs of our annual inspections but for my airplane,
they have ranges from a
head whopping $12,000 to a
saints-be-praised $3,500.
When facing bills like that,
you really start to think
about not only how to operate equipment safely (which
we all do) but also, perhaps,
how to operate it a bit more
gently.
So how do you spot an aircraft owner from the operator? There are lots of ways.
During the preflight, does
the pilot let the elevator free
fall to the stops when he/she
takes the gust lock (or iron
maiden) out? How about
during the walk around –
ever see a pilot slam the
ailerons up and down making sure that the aileron stop
is stronger than they are.
And, don’t forget – there is
the hanging off the prop
trick. One pilot actually put
their entire body weight on
the prop and pulled down to
make sure that the blades
were securely attached. I
can hear the DOAM grinding his teeth now.
Inside the cockpit is also an
interesting place. Fortunately, most CAP pilots are
very diligent about the use
of the checklists. They are
not always familiar, however, with the details of the
normal procedures which
are behind these checklist
items. One of my favorite
items to watch is the primer.
Rather than gently pull the
primer out and gently push
it in, some pilots do the old
yank and shove routine. It
is almost as if there is a be-

lief that if they push real
hard and real fast, the fuel
will get into the cylinders
better. Actually, you want
the fuel to atomize in the
cylinders and a slow easy
push in is not only easier on
the primer seals but it will
result in better starting.
Then, there is the start itself.
I love watching the engine
go from cranking to 2000
RPM in the blink of an eye.
Of course, if there is no oil
pressure, it is probably a bit
late. Make sure that you
have proper throttle control
and manage the RPM’s on
the start and watch the oil
pressure.
How do you taxi? On the
brake check, do you slam on
the breaks such that the four
point harnesses are tested or
do you gently exert pressure
to make sure that the aircraft
slows safely? In a no-wind
condition, do you taxi with
full aft elevator to take pressure off the nose strut and
shimmy damper or do you
let the elevator stay in a full
down position resulting in
maximum stress on these
parts. Rebuild a few of
these guys and you will
understand why it is important to treat the equipment
gently.
The take off and climb are
also indicative. Does the
pilot follow the checklist?
In many 182’s, the normal
climb is 23 inches or Full
Throttle whichever is less.
Few folks seem to remember the “whichever is less”
part. Yes, there is a Maximum Climb Performance
checklist but how many of
our CAP operations really
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Continued...
call for that kind of climb
performance.
During the cruise portion of
your flight, think about your
passengers comfort. Fly the
airplane gently. There is no
need to yank and bank the
aircraft abruptly. I have
flown with low time pilots
that have been ever so gentle and high time pilots that
fly like a bull in a china
shop. Be gentle and
smooth. It is easier on the
gear…easier on the check
pilot…;)…and will be a lot
easier on your passengers.
If you have Scanners who
look a bit green around the
edges after flying with you,
you might want to re-assess
your technique.

Landings are always interesting. After landing, do
you gently apply the brakes
to help slow the aircraft or
is it another test of the
shoulder harnesses? With
attention to the winds, do
you use your elevator to do
aerodynamic breaking to
slow the aircraft or do you
just let the nose strut and
shimmy damper absorb all
the punishment. If you get a
lot of shimmy during your
takeoff role, chances are
someone is not being careful of their treatment of this
critical piece of aircraft infrastructure
Long before the landing, I
am pretty confident that I
know if the pilot that I am

flying with is a current or
former owner or a renter.
Both fly safely – that is a
given. Without that, CAP
cannot function. But, as we
all reach to improve our
skills as aviators, we have to
be not just safe but have a
professional approach to
‘aviating’. This means that
we need to shed the ‘renter’
mentality and replace it with
the pride of the owner mentality. By doing so, our
customers and passengers
will be happier and over
time, we may find that we
will have a positive impact
on the maintenance that is
required to keep us all up in
the air.

Home Boiler Safety
Whether powered by electricity or fuel, boilers can be
a handy heating solution in
both small and large facilities. But a little diligence is
required for them to work at
their peak function. Check
out these three essential
elements of a good boiler
maintenance program.
Water Quality
“Water treatment is probably the most often neglected
piece of the boiler operating
puzzle,” says Jim Roll, a
contractor with American
Mechanical Services in
Colorado Springs, Colo.
“People think as long as you
put water in, you’re good to
go. But if water circulation
systems go unattended,
problems develop very rapidly.”

It’s important to remove as
much oxygen as possible
from the water in the boiler
because oxygen will attack
the metal tubing inside and
shorten the life of the equipment, says Roll. Sodium
sulfite is one commonly
used oxygen scavenger.
“The oxygen molecules
attach to the sodium sulfite
and it’s rendered harmless,”
Roll says.
The water inside the boiler
should also be sampled
regularly and tested to ensure a proper balance of
chemicals and the correct
pH. The ideal pH for most
boilers is 7, which is neutral. In certain systems, such
as those used for hot water,
once-a-month water sampling may be adequate, Roll

says. However, the water
quality in most boilers
should be checked daily.
If you are uncertain about
the amount or types of
chemicals that should be in
the boiler’s water system,
hire a water treatment company. Reputable water treatment companies can train
employees on water quality
testing, provide chemicals
and return periodically for
troubleshooting. Using a
water treatment company
also leaves less room for
potentially expensive employee errors. “I find it’s
better when you outsource it
and put all the liability to
the contractor,” says Terrence Rollins, CEM, CPM,
CSDP and owner of RHC
Global Energy Solutions.

“If you are uncertain about
the amount or types of
chemicals that should be in
the boiler’s water system,
hire a water treatment
company. “

Home heating boilers like this
one above need constant maintenance to ensure that they
operate in good working condition.
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Safety Checks
Boilers are equipped with numerous safeguards to minimize hazards, so it is important to make sure they are working properly. One
of these safeties is the low-water cutoff, which cuts off the boiler’s power or ignition source when water drops to an unsafe level.
“The flame or ignition source will shut down and prevent a catastrophe,” Roll says. Most boilers have a manual valve on the water
column, which allows the operator to simulate low-water conditions. If shutdown does not occur, then further inspection – and repairs – may be necessary. The low-water cutoff should be tested daily, though in larger facilities, it may need to be checked out once
per shift.
Another safety function (especially in fuel-fired boilers) is the flame safeguard, which makes sure that the boiler’s pilot light is on
before opening the main fuel valve. It also ensures that the fuel valves close when the pilot light goes out. If this safeguard is not
working properly, the boiler’s combustion chamber can be flooded with raw fuel, Roll says. Operators can check the flame safeguard
by simply observing the boiler as it cycles. In addition to these daily checks, all electrical circuitry and safeties on a boiler should be
inspected and tested two to four times per year. “A good technician would check out the circuitry, sequencing, and make sure all
electrical components are operating as they should,” Roll says.
Combustion Efficiency
If you are maintaining a fuel-fired boiler, a periodic combustion efficiency analysis is needed to ensure a proper balance of air and
fuel in the burner. This improves efficiency and ensures that building managers are “getting the biggest bang for their BTU buck,”
Roll says. This can be done by a reputable mechanical contractor – most have combustion efficiency experts on staff.
Many boiler operators have no idea how inefficiently their equipment is running until an analysis is performed. “Some are rated as
having 10 to 15 percent excess air,” Rollins says. “That’s huge.” Too much air will make the burner’s flame go out, while too little
air causes it to “run rich,” leading to excess fumes, unburned fuel and reduced thermal efficiency.
Ideally, combustion efficiency analysis is performed during the height of the heating season, when the boiler is running at fully rated
capacity. “It’s best when you have a full load on the boiler and can run the boiler to all of its firing points,” Rollins says. Another
analysis can also be done just before the weather turns cold, to head off potential problems before they start.

Fire Prevention in the Winter Months
Fire prevention in the winter months According to the American Red Cross, fire is the biggest disaster threat to
families. The threat increases as temperatures plunge to the dangerous lows the area is currently facing. Heating
sources, such as space heaters, are the leading cause of winter fires. The American Red Cross urges family to use
alternate heating sources with caution and to make a plan in case of a home fire. The American Red Cross suggests
individuals take the following precautions:
All heaters need space. Keep all things that can burn (paper, matches, bedding, furniture, clothing, carpets and rugs)
at least three feet away from heating equipment.
* Never leave a fire in the fireplace unattended and use a glass or metal fire screen to keep fire and embers in the fireplace.
* Never use a cooking range or oven to heat your home.
* Turn off portable space heaters every time you leave the room or go to sleep.
* Have wood and coal stoves, fireplaces and chimneys inspected annually by a professional and cleaned if necessary.
* If you must use a space heater, place it on a level, hard and nonflammable surface (such as ceramic tile floor), not
on rugs or carpets or near bedding or drapes. Plug power cords directly into outlets and never into an extension cord.
The American Red Cross also states that every homeowner should install smoke alarms on every floor of a home and check them
once a month by pressing the test button and replace batteries as necessary.
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13 Snow Shoveling Safety Tips—www.associatedcontent.com

These snow shoveling safety tips will keep you from injuring yourself this winter.
Snow can be quite heavy. It's easier than you think to injure yourself while shoveling
snow.
1. Snow shoveling is no different than any other physical activity. For your own
safety, ask your doctor if he feels snow shoveling is safe for you.
2. Shoveling snow can be a serious health safety risk if you have a history of heart related illness. High blood pressure and high cholesterol are risk factors as well.
3. Cigarette Smokers get short of breath quite easily. Shortness of breath will make
your heart pump faster, increasing your risk of heart attack.
4. If you are a senior citizen or you are simply out of shape, it would be wise to hire
someone to do your shoveling for you. Concern for your own safety is nothing to be
ashamed of.
5. Before starting to shovel, be sure you have warmed up properly. Try using the same
type of stretching you do before your regular exercise routine.
6. Start slowly, work at a steady pace and take frequent breaks. Shoveling snow rapidly for long periods at a time will compromise your safety.
7. When you are shoveling snow be sure to remain hydrated. Dehydration can cause
dizziness and fainting as well as more serious health issues.
8. Choose a small shovel, so you are not lifting as much snow. Snow may appear light
and fluffy, but it can get quite heavy when it starts to melt. A curved handle shovel is
designed to take the strain off your back.
9. Plastic shovels weigh less than metal and snow is not as likely to stick to them.
These factors add less weight to your load. Spray the blade with a lubricant to keep
snow from sticking.
10. Stand with your feet apart slightly and bend your knees as you lift. Twisting your
body while lifting can cause injury. Your feet should point in the direction you are
lifting and throwing in.
11. If it is cold outside, wear multiple layers for insulation, and so that you can shed
layers if you become overheated. Be sure to cover your extremities to guard against
frostbite.
12. Avoid drinking caffeinated beverages and energy drinks. These can elevate your
heart rate, increasing your risk for heart attack.
13. Shovel often as the snow falls. Heavy accumulated snow can turn to ice and cause
a safety hazard for pedestrians. It can also be a real back-breaking proposition.
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SAFETY DAY CHANGE—MARK IT DOWN:
VISIT US ON THE WEB
WWW.GOCIVILAIRPATROL
.COM

Until Next Month
Discover, report, stop, share,
listen, and learn. The things we
have read about in this issue
already have happened, so you
are not allowed to experience
these for yourself.
Remember to “Knock It Off” and
slow down. For streaming dialogues on some subjects, remember CAP Safety is on Facebook
and Twitter.
Happy New Year to you and your
families.

Just another reminder - There has been a policy
change that will require an annual SAFETY DAY to
be held during the months of January, February, or
March, in lieu of the old policy requirement to hold
one in October. The policy implementation date for
this will begin in January, February, and March of
2012.
SUMMARY
CAP’s safety awareness and program management
has significantly improved with the addition of NHQ
safety staff working in conjunction with the National Safety Team (NST). The NST is comprised of
the National Safety Officer and volunteer assistants
assigned as subject matter experts for flight and
ground safety. Region and Wing Commanders are
moving away from a punitive safety program towards a behavior based safety program which has
shown significant improvement in using safety mishaps as an educational opportunity to raise awareness and prevent risk exposure.

Got a great safety article that you would like to see in a future Beacon ewsletter?
Send it to Lt Col Sharon Williams at safetybeacon@capnhq.gov.

Col Charles Greenwood
GLR/SE
cgreenwo@bsu.edu

Lt Col Jerry Rosendahl
NCR/SE
Jerry.rosendahl@state.mn.us

Col Charles Glass
MER/SE
csglass@juno.com

Lt Col Paul Mondoux
NER/SE
paul@nhplm.org

Lt Col Bill Woody
SER/SE
wawoody@att.net

Lt Col Henry Lile
SWR/SE
hlile@aol.com

Lt Col Donald Johanson
RMR/SE
johansondon@msn.com

Maj Alex Kay
PCR/SE
bcat417@aol.com

